* THE HOUSTON YACHT CLUB *

CORDIALLY INVITES YOU
TO A RECEPTION
HONORING

THE 1990 USARU/ROLEX U.S. JUNIOR SAILING CHAMPIONS
*** SEARS CUP WINNERS ***

SCOTT ELTING * SKIPPER
CARTER PERRIN * TACTICIAN
SAM PYNE * SPINNAKER MAN
DAVID THOMAS * FOREDECKMAN

ALSO HONORING

HYC'S OTHER PARTICIPANTS IN
NATIONAL JUNIOR COMPETITION

MIKE HARE * 3RD. IN SMYTHE TROPHY FINALS
ROBERT McMAHAN * BEMIS TROPHY FINALS
WILLIAM PLANT, JR. * BEMIS TROPHY FINALS
EVANGELINE CALAHAN * NANCY LEITER CLAGETT TROPHY FINALS

ON SUNDAY
SEPTEMBER 9, 1990
4:00 PM